
 

 April 20-24th, 2020                   Mrs. Rankin’s Grade 2 Math Home Learning Program 
Hello Grade 2s! Here are some more activities you can do!  It is ok if you don’t do them all!  Your parents will decide! 
If interested in Math Prodigy (an online math game for skill building) go to  play.prodigygame.com.  Click Sign up, Put your first name and first letter of 
last name, Choose a password, Click sign up, Write down your username/password so you won't forget it, Click done, It will ask you to type in our 
class code. Our code is 09A8B0, Click next, Now Explore the game and play! I am missing you all so much!  Take care. ☺Ms.Rankin  
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Counting Task 
(don’t need to 
write it out): 

● Count 
forwards 
and 
backwards 
from 0 - 50 

● Count by 
2’s to 24 

● Count by 
5’s to 60 

● Count by 
10’s to 100 

You may wish to 
use a 100s chart to 
help you. 
Interactive 100 
Chart 
 
 
 

Use 100 chart to help 
you! 
Would you say the 
number 24 if you  . . . 

● Counted by 2’s to 
50? 

● Counted by 5’s to 
50? 

● Counted by 10’s to 
50? 

Finish these counting 
patterns: 

78   80   82  84 _____ 
_____   _____   _____ 
_____  _____  
 
15  20   25   30  _____ 
_____   _____   _____ 
_____  _____ 
 
22   32   42   _____   _____ 
_____   _____   _____  

Practice counting nickels, 
dimes, and quarters up to 
$1.00. Remember to sort 
them and count them starting 
with the greatest value and 
work your way down!  
 
How Much Money is Your 
Word Worth Activity?  
Click the other attachment on 
my Strait up and answer the 
following questions: 

1. How much is your first 
name worth? 

2. How much is your 
middle name worth? 

3. Pick your own words 
and tell me how much 
they are worth! 

Using pictures (number 
line or groups of tens 
and ones) and a number 
sentence solve: 
I read 15 pages of my 
book yesterday. Today I 
read 30 pages. How 
many total pages did I 
read?  
 
Addition # Battle 
 
Players split a deck of 
cards and both flip over 
their top two cards. (face 
cards=10).Each player 
finds the sum of his/her 
2 cards. The highest sum 
wins all four cards. 
No Partner! No Problem! 
Play with your stuffie 
and you will get twice 
the practice!!! 

Using pictures (number 
line or groups of tens 
and ones) and a 
number sentence solve: 
I have 20 red candy and 
44 yellow candy. How 
many candy do I have 
in all? 
 
Subtraction # Battle  
Players split a deck of 
cards and both flip over 
their top two cards. 
Each player subtracts 
the smaller number 
from the larger 
number. The greatest 
difference wins all four 
cards. 
No Partner! No Prob! 
Play with your stuffie 
and you will get twice 
the practice!!! 
 

https://www.abcya.com/games/interactive_100_number_chart
https://www.abcya.com/games/interactive_100_number_chart


 


